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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let 5,,, be the vector space of all m by n matrices over an algebraically 
closed field 3. For any m by m matrix A and n by n matrix B with elements 
in 5 we define linear transformations A+ and B- of g,,, by A+X = AX 
and B-X = XB, respectively. The linear transformation A+B- may be 
represented by the mn by mn matrix A @ BT acting on the mn-dimensional 
vector space i’j,, (see Mac Duffee [l]) where @ denotes tensor product 
(also known as Kronecker product or direct product) and BT is the transpose 
of B. The present note establishes a basis of s,,, with respect to which the 
matrix representing A+B- is in Jordan canonical form. This basis is made 
up of matrices which are certain linear combinations of tensor products of 
vectors from the canonical bases belonging to A and BT, in that order; it is 
much more complicated than the previously established canonical basis 
belonging to A+ + B- in [2]. A n immediate consequence of our result is the 
determination of the elementary divisors of A+B-, a result originally obtained 
by Roth [3] employing special matrix methods which are not appropriate for 
obtaining a canonical basis. 
This note also covers the matrix A @ BT + pA @ I, + ~1, @ BT, where 
p and u are arbitrary elements of 5 and I, is the identity p by p 
matrix, p = m and n, since this matrix has the same canonical basis as 
(A + ~1,) @ (B + ~1,)~. A special case of the matrix 
arises in connection with a finite difference approximation to the Poisson 
equation (see Lynch, Rice, and Thomas [4]). 
The explicit determination of a canonical basis appears to be a new result. 
It should be noted that eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors of a matrix 
of order mn. are obtained from eigenvectors and generalized eigenvectors of 
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matrices of lower order, m and n. The previously determined elementary 
divisors merely indicate “how many” eigenvectors of various grades belong 
to the transformation. Our study indicates that if one wants to treat matrices 
of the form C yiiAi @ Bj it may be advantageous to deal instead with the 
transformation C Yang (B-)i. 
2. A CANONICAL BASIS OF ‘5JI BELONGING TO A+B- 
We use the notation and terminology introduced in [2]. Let a: and /3 
be eigenvalues and let (h - a)” and (h - ,B)f be elementary divisors of A and 
B, respectively. Let x, E srn,r and yI E gn,r be eigenvectors of A and BT 
of grade e and f corresponding to eigenvalues CC and 8, respectively. We 
define 
xi = (A - cJ,$-~ x, , i = 1, 2, ..a, e (x0 = 0) 
yj = (BT - /3I,J-j y, , j= 1,2, ***,f (Yo = 0). 
We denote by 9-R the linear manifold spanned by the ef linearly independent 
matrices {xiyjr}, 
!JJl = [xIy1TI xly2T, *-., X,YfT, XZYIT, x2Y2T, -**, XzYrT, ‘**7 %YIT, 
%y,T, . ’ -1 %YfTl c iL.ra . 
The subspace %R is invariant under A+B- since 
AtB-(x,yjT) = (Axi) (BTyj)T = (axi + xi-J @y, + yj-l)T 
= &xiyjT) + LYX~JJ~T_, + /3xxi-ryiT, with x0 = 0, y. = 0, 
i = 1, 2, a**, e, j = 1, 2, *+*, f. 
Clearly, Tim,, is a direct sum of subspaces %2, %, *.a, invariant under A+B- 
obtained in the above manner by considering all elementary divisors of A and 
B and suitably associated eigenvectors. To obtain a canonical basis of s,,, 
it therefore suffices to consider only the case in which A and B each have a 
single elementary divisor. 
LEMMA. The matrices xiyjT are eigenvectors of A+B- of grade k corres- 
ponding to the eagenvalue $3, where (a) if q!l + 0, k = i + j - 1, (b) if 01 # 0 
and/3 =O,k =j, (c)ifs =Oand/3 #O,k =i,and(d)ifor =Oand/3 =0, 
k = min (i, j), i = 1, 2, a.*, e, j = 1, 2, a-0, f .  
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PROOF. Let 
(XiyjT)(t) = (A+B- - @m+)t (%YjT) 
= [(A - al,)+ (B - /31n)- + 0I(B - PL- + B(A - 47J+lt (%%3 
= -$ -&@ ‘) _ s)l CqlqA - 4P %I w - Pw-rY~lT . . 
r+s <t 
I f  $? # 0 and t = i + j - 2, then the Y, s-term of the last sum is not zero 
ifandonlyifr>j-lands>i-l.Sincer+s<i+j-2,wemust 
have 
(i + j - 2)! 
(XiYjT)(i+j-z) = (i _ 1)! (j _ 1)! “‘-l~-l(XIYIT) ’ O 
and (~~y~r)(~) = 0 for k > i + j - 1. This proves case (a). In case (b) we 
have 
(XfYjT)(k) = $ (;) q(A - &)k--5 4 w - rsr,>“Yil’ 
=x(j;1) a+[(A - CI&J~-~-~ xi] ylT # 0, if K=j-1 
r=0 
= 0, if k =j. 
The proof of case (c) is similar to that of(b). In case (d) we have 
(XiY&) = [(A - olr,Y %I w - iw~YilT 
= ~+fl~>+~ # 0, if k=o-1 
= 0, if k 2 w = min (i, j). 
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
In what follows, we shall make use of the notation and elementary pro- 
perties of factorial polynomials, binomial coefficients and finite differences. 
We proceed to list all the facts we shall need. 
S(t) = s(s - 1) (s - 2) 0.’ (s - t + l), s(O) = 1 
S(t+u) = SW(S - t)(u) = p(s _ qt, 
s 
0 
S(t) 
=- 
t i!! 
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Atsj = 2 (7 l)i (3 St-i+? = (- l)t Atrj y  It-&j = S&j 
i=O 
Ak(s + j)(") (t - j)cv) = 0, if k>U-tV 
= (- l)“(u + v)!, if k = 24 + z, 
(s + j)(t+V-i) 
(v - i)! 
= ts + j)(t) Ai 
Here as well as in the following, the difference A is with respect to the integer 
variable j. 
THEOREM. We define a set {X&j consisting of ef matrices according to the 
following prescription. 
(a) I f  ~$3 # 0, let k, = e + f  - 2u + 1, p = min (e, f  ), and 
Xk,l = XeYfT 
with 
xki =,_%_i (- l>j (” -f -i) (e - 1 -j)(+-j’(f- u + j)“’ 
j-0 
Xa s-l-i-iBiXL-t-*YITu+l+i 
(b) Ifa#Oand~=O,letk,=f,p=e,and 
X k,,u = XuYfT, 24. = 1, 2, “‘,p. 
(c) If~=Oand~#O,letk,=e,p=f,and 
X kuU = %Yu 
T  
P u = 1, 2, -.a, /J. 
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(d) If(II=OandB=O,Zet~=e++-1,and 
Xk,U = XeY,Tu-1 9 if e = min (e,f) K, = min (e,f) 
= Xf+u-1Yf 
T 
9 ;f f = min (e,f) I 24 = 1, 2, ***, I e -f I + 1 
= Xk,YfT, k,=i(e+f-u), 
u=Ie-fl+2,1e-fl+4;~~,e+f-2 
= %YZu 9 k,=*(e+f+l -u>, 
24=/e-fl+3,le-fl+5;**,e+f-1. 
Then P&u) = & , X,, > -a-, X,, , X,, > .+a> &,z , a--> Xl,, A,, --a, &cup) 
is a canonical basis of YJI with respect to which the matrix representing A+B- 
is in Jordan canonical form. 
PROOF. We first show that X,, is an eigenvector of A+B- of grade k, 
corresponding to the eigenvalue ~$3. The lemma already gives this result in 
cases (b), (4, (4, and for u = 1 in case (a). Suppose CYF # 0 and u > 1. Then 
(A+B- - c#~+)“= Xkuu 
ku ku 
m 
(W 
= 
s=. r=O r!s!(k, - r - s)! 
QP(A - c&)“u-~ X,,,,(B - /U,J”U-~ 
T+S <k, 
with 
x a+-yj [(A - oll,)k~-~ x,+.] [(BT - /3~~)k,--Syf-u+l+j]T. 
Since X, U is a linear combination of only those xiyjT which are of grade 
i+j-~=e+f-u,e+f-u-l,~~~,e+f-2u+2,weseethatthe 
result of the above expansion will be a linear combination of only those xiyjT 
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which are of grade i + j - 1 = u - 1, u - 2, ..a, 1. After some simplifica- 
tions we find that 
(A+B- - LYpIm+)“¶l Xkuu 
=(e-~3-u),~“~~“~~(“r’)(“-3-3 
‘VO to ro 30 
X (e _ 1 _j)(~-t-2) (f-u +j)(t+v-i) ,~-l-"-t 
B 
e-"+l+tXU-l-21-tY1T+t 
(- I)"-l(k,)! lJ--2u4--u 2, 
= (e - uY (f - 41 u=. t=O i=. 
2 2 2 (- l)i (" ; ') ]Au-l-' [(e _ 1 _ j)(u-t-2) 
x (f - u +j)‘“’ Ai (f- ’ i t “)I Ii+ olf-l-.v-t~c-u+l+t~u-~-~-~~~+~. 
We expand the coefficients employing the rule for differencing a product to 
get 
$ (- l>” (” i ‘) /Au-l-i [(e - 1 - j)(U-t-2) 
~(f-u+j)(t)A((~-~~~‘j)]1 
= $ [Au-l-k ( f - 24 -,” + h + j)] [Ak(e _ 1 _ j)(U-S--l) (f - u + j)(“)] 
=o 
since 
Au-l--k 
> k = 0, 1, 0-e) u - w - 2, 
and 
k=U-9I-l+S, s = 0, 1,2, .*a, v - 1, 
Ak(e - 1 - j)(u-t-2) (f - u + j)(t) = 0, if k=u--1. 
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Since this is true for 0 < t < u - 2 - v and 0 < v < u - 2, we have 
(A+B- - c@~,+)~u XQ, = 0. 
Next we note that 
x,, = (A+B- - CZ$&+)~~-” Xk,u = X,$’ + Y,, , k = 1,2, es*, k, 
u = 1,2, ***, #L6, 
where {X2} is a canonical basis of ‘%R belonging to /3A+ + aB- ([2]); X2 
is a linear combination of xiyiT with i + j = u + k and YkU is a linear com- 
bination of xiyjT with i + j < u + k. Hence Xi, # 0, so that XkUU is an 
eigenvector of A+B- of grade k, corresponding to the eigenvalue $7, u = 1, 
2, **., p. The linear independence of the X,, follows on observing that no 
matrix X,, is a linear combination of the preceding ones in the sequence 
Xe+f-,*I 
x.+f-,,l 
Xe+f-3.1 9 -K+,-3.2 
Xe+f-41 9 X&f-4.2 
x 1.1 3 Xl,, 9 ***9 Xl,, . 
This completes the proof for case (a). 
In case (b) 
X,, = [(A - a&J+ (B - /L?I,J- + cx(B - /31,J-lf-’ x,yfT 
= $ (f ; “) &[(A - ~rI,)f-~-~ x,] [(B= - /?I,Jr-k q]’ 
= ,>,~u+, (f ; “) OLiXu-f+k+iYk=, 
’ i>o 
k = 1, 2, *.a, k, = f; 
24 = 1, 2, ***, p = e. 
The linear independence of the X,, follows on observing that X,, has non- 
zero components only in the directions x,ykT, x,ykT, **e, xUykT and the fact 
that {xiyiT} is a basis of mm. 
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The proof of linear independence is case (c) is similar to that of case (b). 
In case (d) it can be shown that (X,,} = {xiyj} and the linear independence 
follows. This completes the proof of the theorem. 
As an immediate consequence of the above theorem, we find that a maximal 
set of linearly independent solutions of the matrix equation AXB = XX 
inm is X1,, Xi,, ..., Xi,, if X = c$; for other values of h no solution exists 
in mm. The problem of finding all automorphic transformations of a given 
matrix is equivalent to solving a special case of the equation AXB = hXT, 
X # 0 (see Wedderburn [6]). Th’ is in turn is equivalent to solving the equa- 
tion (ABT) Y(ATB) = h*Y and setting X = Y7. 
3. ELEMENTARYDIVISORSOF A+B- 
The following result, originally obtained by Roth [3], is an immediate 
consequence of our theorem in view of the direct sum decomposition of s,,, . 
COROLLARY. If A andBh ave elementary divisors (h - c$i, i = 1, 2, ..., p, 
CFEl e, = m and (A - &)fj, j = 1, 2, . . *, q, & fj = n, respectively, then 
AfB- has elementary divisors 
(a) (X - 01ipj)ei+fi-2U+1, U = 1, 2, *a., pij = min (ei , fj), if &$j # 0, 
(b) hfj repeated ei times, if 01~ # 0, /$ i 0 
(c) Pi repeated fi times, if 01~ = 0, /lj # 0 
(d) ,lPij repeated 1 ei - fj 1 + 1 times; hwi3-l, h~ii-~, *a., h each repeated 
twice, pii = min (ei , f,), ;f Ci( = 0, /3? = 0. 
PROOF. The exponents are merely the values of k, associated with 01, 
6, e, and f in the theorem, since k, is the order of a Jordan block matrix in the 
Jordan canonical form for A+B-. 
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